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Executive Summary 
The Aventine Stable Income Fund fell 1.2% in May (F Class, net of all fees and expenses) as the Fund’s 
positioning suffered from falling commodity prices, contracting government bond yields and the 
corresponding rotation of equity investors into more defensive sectors. Overall the decline was orderly 
throughout the month, broadly mirrored what we saw across Canadian equity and preferred shares 
generally, and presents a buying opportunity in our opinion.  Worries about the economy and housing 
market seem overblown at this point, but emotional investment views can take time to flush out.  We’ve 
made no recent changes to our outlook: we still see both equities and bond yields moderately higher in 
12 months’ time.  Finally, we have begun to favor the more hybrid attributes of convertible bonds in our 
fixed income portfolio as a replacement for high yield exposure, which we see as fully valued.   

Performance and Positioning       as at May 31, 2017 

  Performance, Net of Fees                    Periods > 1Yr. are annualized   Risk                        Annualized 

 1Mo. 3Mo. 1Yr. 3Yr. 5yr. Incep.  Vol. Beta Corr. 

ASI -1.2% 0.7% 7.3% 3.9% 4.7% 8.4%  5.0% 0.57 0.61 

BM -0.8% 0.8% 8.3% 2.3% 4.1% 6.9%  5.4% 1.00 1.00 

“ASI” is Aventine Stable Income.  “BM” is Benchmark.  The inception date for ASI is December 1, 2008.  The performance track record presented prior to January 1, 2017 is the 
Aventine Stable Strategy.  The Aventine Stable Income Fund was launched on January 13, 2017.  The Benchmark is equal weights Canadian Universe Bond Total Return, S&P/TSX 
Preferred Share Total Return and S&P/TSX Composite Total Return.  Volatility is calculated as the annualized standard deviation of monthly total returns.  Beta and Correlation of 
the Fund are calculated against the Benchmark.   
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Fund Commentary 
The Stable Income Fund suffered mildly in May as worries about energy prices, housing markets and 
the Canadian economy in general led to selling across most asset classes correlated to the “reflation” 
trade.  As a result, the Fund experienced losses in 3 of the 4 strategies with both equities and preferred 
shares dragging on the portfolio by 0.5% each.  Overall, F-Class units of the Fund retraced by 1.15% 
during the month, leaving the Fund with a year-to-date gain of 1.6% (net of all fees and expenses).  For 
comparative purposes the Fund’s blended benchmark lost 0.8% in May and has gained 2.0% in the year-
to-date period.  

Inside the Fund, a recent area of focus on the fixed income side has been swapping high yield debt 
exposure for convertible bonds.  Last month we noted how investor sentiment on the high yield sector, 
as judged by new money flows into funds and ETFs, has soured and how credit spreads near cycle lows 
leave risk-reward skewed to the downside.  From a portfolio perspective, we like convertibles at this 
stage of the cycle.  As a quasi-hedged asset class convertibles tend to produce higher risk-adjusted 
returns than straight equities while also outperforming high yield bonds during rising rate environments 
see Charts 1 and 2 below.  

Unlike some other asset classes that we concentrate in, such as rate-reset preferred shares which we 
think represent great value over a 1-2 year horizon, convertible bonds aren’t structurally “cheap” today.   
In buying these bonds we recognize that we are paying a premium versus just owning the straight 
equity and so we take a selective, fundamental approach.  We want to own convertibles that provide us 
with an attractive risk/reward opportunity and that offer a premium income stream versus the dividend 
yield on the underlying equity.  The security of holding a preferential position in the company’s capital 
structure combined with positive carry and equity-like upside potential we think make for a compelling 
combination in an environment with high equity multiples and low credit yields.  

One of the areas we haven’t yet spoken to with much depth in our letters is the Dividend Growth 
approach we apply in selecting and managing the Fund’s equity portfolio.  Equities are expected to 
represent the largest allocation in the Fund under almost all market scenarios so our strategy here is 
clearly important to the Fund’s overall success. Despite Stable Income having a more diversified 
portfolio than the ACE Fund (we hold 40 companies in ASI as opposed to 20 in ACE) our analytical 
approach shares the same quantitative plus fundamental rigor. You can think of our research in 3 
dimensions – Quality, Value and Capacity for Dividend Growth.   

Quality factors that we look for include a clean balance sheet (low debt-to-EBITDA), high earnings 
predictability (low EPS volatility, stable EBITDA margins) and we prefer a Beta to the market of 0.9 or 
less, although this is difficult to find in some sectors. The Value parameters we look at are consistent 
with other strategies we manage.  Simply put, we like price multiples at the lower end of the spectrum 
combined with strong internal returns from smart capital allocation decisions. Finally, as shareholders 
want to own portfolio companies that combine an attractive current yield with both the desire and the 
capacity to grow their future dividend payments to us.  Some aspects of this attribute (margin stability, 
internal returns) are covered in our other analysis but we also explicitly look at dividend growth trends, 
payout ratios and free cash flow generation.  In addition, we look for clear management communication 
about what plans exist for the excess capital being generated by the business. Charts 3 and 4 illustrate 
just how important dividends - and the growth of dividends – have been to investors in Canadian 
equities: Dividends have accounted for 127% of the total return to the TSX since 2011, and dividend 
growers have outperformed the broad index by over 5.0% annualized since 1980(!). 
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WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW:  CONVERTIBLE BONDS 

Chart 1. Chart 2. 

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW:  THE IMPORTANCE OF DIVIDENDS IN CANADA 

Chart 3. Chart 4.          (returns since 1980 shown)

Despite a disappointing month where the market mostly rotated against our positioning we remain 
confident in our mid-term view that equities will continue to grind higher as interest rates resume their 
rise in the second half of the year but remain lower than normal.   May’s losses in the Fund were very 
orderly and our observations so far in June give us reason to believe this drawdown will remain limited. 
The Fund is approximately fully invested across all strategies and continues to hold a portfolio bias 
towards rising rates over the medium term, while holding hedges to the contrary in the short term. 
Thanks as always for reading and for your confidence in investing your savings alongside our own.  

Best Wishes, 

AVENTINE STABLE INCOME 

Investor Contact 
Shannon Veitch 
sv@aventine.ca 

416-847-1767 x510
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